Lesson Plan for Kindergarten Class in China
Topic: Colors
2min.-5min.
Warm-Up: First the teacher shows a flashcard of a rainbow and chants “Happy
day! Rainbow! Happy day! Rainbow!” Then the class stands and does the chant
and claps. Then repeats it.
5min.-10min.
Purpose: Students will be able to say each color: red, blue, yellow and green.
Practice: The teacher shows each color and says each one 3 times and the class
repeats each one 3 times. Repeat this twice. Then the teacher passes one color
to each student at a time and says it 3 times and the student must say it 3
times and pass it to the next student until all the students say each one.
10min.-15min.
Purpose: Students will be able to say each color and identify it.
Practice: First the teacher and helper does the demo as follows:
They have 2 kids hold a jump rope and the teacher jumps over the rope and
touches the color the helper holds in their hands. One by one, all the kids do
the same and then the helper changes the flashcard, until each color flashcard
is used.
Have the class do the steps twice.

Kindergarten Lesson (continued)
Topic: Colors
10min.-15min.
Purpose: Students learn the colors: orange, pink, purple and brown.
Practice: The teacher shows each color and says it aloud and the class repeats
each one.
Then the teacher and helper do the demo: The teacher places each flashcard
above the head of each student and the student jumps up to it and says the
color.
10min.-15min.
Purpose: Students will be able to identify and say each color.
Practice: The teacher places each color flashcard on the board, in a row. Then
the teacher tells students to touch a color.
The teacher and helper does the demo: The teacher says “red” and the helper
touches red and says red. Then have all the students do the same.
10min.-15min.
Final part of Lesson. Purpose: Students will say each color they learned in the
lesson.
Practice: Have kids make a circle and pass each color and tap the flashcard on
their head, as they say each color. Then say “Bye, bye!”

